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ABSTRACT
It has not been possible in the past to characterize a
transistor or other semiconductor device with regard to its
performance in a fast neutron {E>lOkeV) environment when the
device is operated at high (>100 MHz) frequencies.

Using

the scattering (s-) parameter concept, which regards a
device as a two-port "black box", a full characterization of
the trends in the neutron bombarded high-frequency performance of a typical transistor can be made.

Scattering

parameters are not only an accurate means of describing the
high-frequency performance of any device, but are now
reasonably easily measured with the advent on the market of
reliable, highly accurate s-parameter test sets.

Methods

which exist to permit the rapid design of high-frequency
transistor circuits, once the device scattering parameters
are known, are reviewed.

The effects of neutron bombardment

on a high-frequency transistor amplifier are found to be
generally enhancing, rather than degrading as expected, if
the device is operating near or above the published minimum
fT.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Although there has been a considerable amount of research
in the area of radiation effects on semiconductors, virtually
all of these investigations dealt with the devices operating
in a de or low frequency mode.

However, many transistors

have come into prominence as being characterized as "highfrequency" (above 100 MHz) devices and the only technique for
predicting the performance of these devices in a fast neutron
environment (E>lOkeV) was to assume the device behaved as it
did in a de or low frequency mode.

Since the operating

characteristics of nearly every electronic device are altered
at high frequencies, it is extremely important to be able to
predict the trends in the high-frequency performance of a
device in a neutron environment.
Scattering parameters (s-parameters) have, in· recent
years, been shown to easily yield an accurate characterization of almost any high-frequency device.

This is not true

for any other two-port parameters because of the nearly
impossible task of obtaining accurate measurements.
using the scattering parameter concept, which is
explained in section II, techniques have been developed which
enable designers to quickly fabricate high-frequency circuits
knowing only the device scattering parameters at the frequencies of interest and the manufacturer's published data.
A short design example of a high-frequency amplifier is
given in section IV and the fast neutron effects on the gain
characteristics of the amplifier are also analyzed.

2

Section III discusses the trends in the changes of the
high-frequency characteristics of a typical expitaxial planar
npn transistor using scattering parameters as the technique
for such characterization.
The Texas Instruments 2N914 was chosen as the test
device for two primary reasons.

One is that this is a

popular high-frequency transistor and may be regarded as
being "typical" of a large number of semiconductor transistors.

The characterization of a "typical" transistor in a

neutron radiation environment greatly increases the usefulness of this work.

Another reason for this choice is that

there is a considerable amount of information available for
this transistor concerning the radiation-induced device
damage.

Thus, it is hoped that this work will prompt other

researchers to investigate the precise physical interpretations of the changes presented here.
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II.
A.

SCATTERING PARA.HETER CONCEPTS

General
In any discussion of scattering parameters, a compari-

son with other more commonly known parameters is necessary.
These comparisons are in the literature 1 - 5 , but will be
given here as an aid to the reader.
In high-frequency linear network characterization (amplifiers in particular) computations are simplified by subdividing the network into four-terminal "black boxes" with
appropriate terminal parameters to describe the performance
of each subnebvork.

The four terminals represent two "ports":

one for input (port 1), the other for output (port 2).

Since

a measurement implies that a power source be connected to a
particular port, that port will always be referred to as the
input port whether it is port 1 or port 2.
port will be called the output port.

The remaining

Each parameter set is

related to a set of four variables associated with the twoport model.

Two of these variables represent the excitation

of the network (independent variables), and the remaining
two represent the response of the network to the excitation
(dependent variables).
Assuming ideal components, the terminal parameters of
passive networks can generally be derived without the aid of
experimental techniques, but for active networks, such as
transistors, an experimental approach is mandatory in order
to precisely characterize the device by its terminal
meters.

para~

For this investigation in particular the two-port

network is a transistor operating in the common-emitter
figuration.

con~
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B.

Hybrid and Admittance Parameters
'

Many parameter sets exist for any two-port network, but
a few sets have become popular because of their inherent ease
in measurement and computations 2

Most prominent are the

hybrid (h-) parameters and the admittance (y-) parameters.
For the h-parameters the independent variables are the input
current and the output voltage, and the dependent variables
are the input voltage and the output current.

For the y-

parameters the independent variables are the port voltages,
while the dependent variables are the port currents.

In

reference to these two parameter sets, descriptions of the
two-port network shown in Figure 1 are:
vl

=

hll 1 1 + hl2v2

I2

=

h21 1 1 + h22v2

for h-parameters, and
Il

=

Y11v1 + Y12v2

for y-parameters, where the capital letters indicate phasor
notation.
The h- and y- parameters for a two-port network may be
determined experimentally as follows:

hll

=

h21

=

yll

=

vl

vl
Il v2

=

0

I2
Il v2 = 0

hl2

=

0

Il = 0

I2
h22 = v2 Il

Il
vl v2

= v2

yl2

=

=

0

Il
v2 vl = 0
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Il

+

-+

I2

-

TWO-PORT

+

NETWORK

-

-

Figure 1.

-

al

Voltage and Current Definitions for a General
Two-Port Network.

+

-+

TWO-PORT

Coa xial
Ca ble

Figure 2.

+

bl

NETWORK

a2
Co a xial
Cab le

b2

-+

-

Normalized complex Voltage Wave Definitions for
a General Two-Port Network.
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where V.1 = 0 indicates a short circuit at port i, and
I. = 0 indicates an open circuit at port i.
1

It can be seen from these descriptions that an experimental determination of h-parameters for a two-port

net~

work requires an ac short circuit or an ac open circuit
at the output terminals, and an ac short circuit at the
output terminals is required for y-parameters.

Hence, the

y-parameters are sometimes called the "short circuit admittance
parameters."

It would at first appear that these criteria

do not pose much of a restriction of the respective measurements; however, at high frequencies ac short and open circuits become very difficult to achieve accurately, frequently
requiring the use of tuning stubs which must be separately
adjusted at each measurement frequency to reflect short or
open circuit conditions to the device terminals.

In addition,

it has been observed experimentally that apparently small
changes in reference planes or access line impedances can
cause significant variations in the directly measured yparameters of active networks 7 .

Because of this extreme

difficulty in obtaining an accurate determination of the hor y- parameters at even one high frequency, the task of
building a high-frequency wideband measurement system is
.
'bl e 6 •
essentially 1mposs1
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C.

Scattering Parameters
Other independent and dependent variables can be chosen

and the two-port network will still be described by two linear equations.

The variables and the parameters describing

their relationships will, of course, be different.
All parameter sets contain the same information about
a network, and it is always possible to calculate any set
in terms of any other set (see appendix C).
An early treatment of the scattering theory concerning
a1. 8

incident and reflected waves is given by Montgomery, et
Generalized scattering parameters as applied to two-port
9
networks have been defined by Kurokawa .

These parameters

describe the interrelationship of a set of variables, a.

1

and b., which are normalized complex voltage waves
1

(termed

"power waves") incident on and reflected from the ith port of
a two-port network.
nal voltage

v.,
1

They are defined in terms of the termi-

the terminal current I., and an arbitrary
1

reference impedance

a.1

b.

1

=

=

z.,
1

as follows:

v.1 + z.r.
1 1
l4jReZ.1

V.1 -

I

Z~I.
1 1

/4jReZij

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate,

8

.
. d en t at t h e 1. th port,
ai = power wave 1nc1
bi = power wave reflected from the ith port.
The two-port definitions are shown in Figure 2.
For this measuring system (see Appendix A) the reference
impedance is a positive and real value of 50 ohms.

There-

fore, in the remainder of the discussion jReZil will simply
be referred to as z 0 •
For s-parameters the independent network excitation variables a 1 and a 2 are:
= Incident voltage wave at port 1

lzo
= Incident voltage wave at port 2

=

lzo
The dependent network response variables are b 1 and b 2 :

bl

=

b2

=

v 1 - IlZO

=

Reflected voltage wave from port 1

IZQ

21z 0
v2

-

I2ZO

=

2lz 0

Reflected voltage wave from port 2

lzo.

=

=

vrl

lzo
vr2

--

.lzo

where the lower case i and r indicate incident and reflected,
respectively.
Thus, Vl

= Vil

+ Vrl

Notice that the a. 's and b. 's are the square roots of power·.;
1

that is :

1

9
I a 1 12

= PmV"er

incident on the input of the network

= Power available from a source impedance

z0 ,

' 2
la 2 1 =Power incident on the output of the network
= Power reflected from the load,
jb 1 j 2 =Power reflected from the input of the network
= Power available from a

z0

source minus the power

delivered to the input of the network,
lb 2 12 =Power reflected from the output of the network
= Power incident on the load
= Pmver that would be delivered to a

z0

load.

Therefore, the s-parameters are simply related to power
gain and mismatch loss, quantities which are often of more
interest than the corresponding voltage functions 3 :
Power reflected from the network
= Power incident on the network ~nput
Power re.flected from the network output
ls2212 = Power incident on the network output
Power delivered to a zo load
2 =
ls211
Power available from a z0 source
= Transducer power gain with matched load and source
= Power emanating from the input of the network
Power incident on the output of the network

= Reverse

transducer power gain with matched load

and source.
The linear defining equations describing two-port network are then:
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The s-parameters are the relating variables and may be determined experimentally as follows:
. bl

= al

bl

a2 = 0

sl2

= a2

b2
=
s21
al a2 = 0

s22

= a2

sll

al = 0

b2
al = 0

where ai = 0 indicates that no power is incident at the port
i

terminals.

This criterion is the main advantage of the

measurement aspect of scattering parameters.

Preventing

reflection from appearing as incident waves at port i

can be

accomplished by terminating it with a passive load of

z0

where z 0 is the characteristic impedance of the system.

ohms,
For

this system (see appendix A) the 50-ohm terminations are
accurate from de to 4 GHz.

Other terminations are available

which are accurate from de to 18 GHz.

Thus, preventing

undesired power reflections from the termination is particularly easy at high frequencies and s-parameters can be
measured very accurately for a wideband system.
Since the s-parameters are the ratios of like quantities,
they are dimensionless and are named as follows:

s 11 = input

reflection coefficient [with port 2 terminated by a matched
load (ZL =

z0 )],

s 21 =forward transmission coefficient [with

port 2 terminated by a matched load (ZL

= z0 )],

s 22 =output

reflection coefficient [with port 1 terminated by a matched
load (ZS =

z0 )],

and s 12 =reverse transmission coefficient

[with port 1 terminated by a matched load (Z 8 =

z0 )].

It should be noted here that since the characteristic
impedance is 50 ohms, any negative resistance device

11

capable of being mounted in the test fixture can be measured
without fear of unwanted oscillations because the system will
effectively overshadow the negative component if it is not
more negative than

-so

ohms.

Also, since traveling waves do not vary in magnitude
at points along a lossless transmission line, one need not
be concerned with taking measurements right at the terminals,
and readings can be made at some distance from the device 3 •
D.

Relationship to Smith Chart
Notice that
Vl - IlZO
sll

=

bl
al

= Vl

21z 0

+ IlZO

=

z1 -

zo

zl + zo

21z 0
1 + sll
= 1 5 11
zo

zl

and

vl .
where zl = -- 1s the input impedance at port 1 with port 2
Il
matched. This relationship between reflection coefficient

and impedance is the basis of Smith chart transmission-line
calculations.

Also

z2 - 1 + s22
zo - I -.:" s22
where z 2
matched.

v

=~

is the output impedance at port 2 with port 1
I2
Thus, the reflection coefficients s 11 and s 22 can

be plotted on Smith charts, converted directly to impedance,
and easily manipulated to determine matching networks for optimization of a circuit design.
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III.
A.

FAST NEUTRON EFFECTS ON SCATTERING PARAMETERS
General
The common-emitter scattering parameters were chosen as

the parameters of interest for this investigation.

The rea-

son for this choice was that most transistors which function
in an amplification mode are operated in the common-emitter
configuration and the primary use for scattering parameters
today is in high-frequency amplifier design.

With a cursory

analysis of the changes in these parameters caused by fast
neutrons, it is possible to predict the performance of a highfrequency amplifier in a known neutron environment.

The value

of this particular aspect of the work is that up to the present time, designers who wished to fabricate high-frequency
transistor circuits to be operated in a radiation environment
had to be satisfied with low-frequency radiation data to predict high-frequency neutron performance.

For a summary of

semiconductor performance in a radiation environment, see
erence 10 in the Bibliography.

ref~

With the developement of the

Scattering Parameter Measuring System shown in Figure 3 and
described in detail in appendix A, it has become possible to
characterize the trends in the two-port high-frequency fast
neutron performance of a transistor.
Besides the design aspects of the problem, i t is hoped
that this work will prompt other researchers in the field of
radiation effects on semiconductors to further investigate the
precise physical interpretations of the trends

presented here,

Figure 3.

Photograph of the Scattering Parameter Measuring System.

1-'

w
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B.

The Experimental Procedure
The device used for the neutron characterization in this

work was the Texas Instruments 2N914.

This is an npn silicon

planar epitaxial gold-doped transistor with ''ring-dot" geometry as shown in Figure 4.

This device was chosen for sever-

al reasons:

1)

A large amount of information regarding the de or

low frequency neutron performance is available for this de-

.

v~ce

11,12,13
2)

•

The device is typical of a large number of other

commercially available high-frequency transistors.
3)

The published gain-bandwidth product, fT' of the

2N914 is less than the measurement capability of the system.
This has provided a detailed look at an important region of
operation for the device, namely, the region near fT.
Six sets of three devices each were irradiated with high
energy "fast" neutrons (E>lOkeV) at the reactor at the University of Missouri - Rolla.

Appendix D describes the nuclea1=

reactor facility and the nickel foil activation dosimetry
technique.

Before irradiation, each device was characterized

by measuring all four s-parameters from 120 MHz to 350 MHz
inclusive every 10 MHz.

To achieve maximum accuracy with the

least calibration, a lower limit of 120 MHz is dictated; the
published fT for the 2N914 is 300 MHz and was found to be
around 340 MHz at room temperature for most of the devices.
Thus, the frequency range of measurements spanned the region
of interest for the devices.

15

230JA

p

Figure 4.

Sectional View of the Transistor Used in This
Investigation.
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Each set was subsequently subjected to a different neutron fluence at the following levels (E>lOkeV):
1.02 x 10 13 n/cm 2
5.05 x 10 13 njcm 2
8.07

X

1013 n/cm 2

1.10

X

1014 njcm2

5.09

X

1014 n/cm 2

9.16

X

10 14 n/cm2 •

This fluence range will be shown to characterize the trends
in the scattering parameters.
Since amplifier performance in a neutron environment is
an integral part of this work (Section IV), it was desirable
to take all measurements at some midpoint in the transistor
characteristics; that is, in the useful operating range of
the device.

The bias used was 10 volts for VeE and 10 milli-

amperes for Ic.

This bias is reasonable for amplifier consid-

erations, but causes a significant difficulty in relating
observed changes in the s-parameters to physical modifications
in the device.

Defects in the crystal lattice of the semi-

conductor chip generally cause degradation of the device
performance.
tion.

These defects can be caused by nuclear radia-

After the introduction of these defects, the lattice

attempts to reorder itself to its pre-irradiation crystallinity.

At low temperatures (liquid Helium and below) and with

no bias,defects are relatively stable, although there is some
annealing even at liquid Helium temperatures.

If energy is

furnished to the crystal by raising the temperature or passing
current through it, the defects will "anneal".

Clearly, the

17
rate at which annealing takes place is a function of the
applied energy.
With this in mind, it can be seen that testing the device
at lOV for VeE and lOrna for Ic at room temperature could
cause significant annealing of these defects.

For amplifier

consideration this is desirable, unless knowledge of effects
immediately after irradiation are desired, because a
transistor in an amplifier would normally be expected to
continue operation after exposure to a neutron environment
and subsequent annealing would then begin to occur.
For fundamental device physics studies this would not
have been desirable because the effective damage caused by
neutron bombardment tends to decrease with annealing.

The

resultant damage is then a function of applied energy and the
original damage and it is difficult to correlate the data
taken after annealing to immediate post-irradiation performance of the transistor although Sander and Gregory 16 , 17
and Binder et a1. 18 ,

have made significant progress in this

area.
since this annealing occurred because of the applied
bias, it was decided that, in order to obtain repeatable
measurement, "injection annealing" would be completed
before measurement.

Thus, data for the figures in section

III-C were taken after the device was operated at normal bias
and room temperature for 2 to 3 hours before measurement.
In section III-C additional figures are shown which indicate
the trends in device annealing as viewed by scattering
parameter measurements.
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C.

Experimental Resul·ts
To illustrate the various changes in the s-parameters,

a simple averaging technique was used to obtain trends and
the consequences of neutron bombardment are then viewed
directly in a graphical manner.

In Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8

the magnitudes of the four s-parameters are plotted versus
frequency with neutron fluence as a constant.

Only a few

frequencies are shown for clarity but data were taken every
10 MHz.
It is important to note that the data presented show
trends in the device performance rather than an absolute
criterion by which to judge changes in the parameters of all
transistors.
Since the phase changes of the arguments were experimentally seen to be monotonically decreasing functions with
corresponding radii of curvature within ±1%, the argument
change can be sufficiently described by two plots showing
the phase offset at 120 MHz and the phase offset at 350 MHz,
each versus fast neutron fluence.

Figures 9 and 10 illus-

trate these offsets.
In the series of figures it is seen that the general
effect of fast neutron bombardment is to decrease the
magnitude of each parameter.

However, if the device is

operating near or above fT, the magnitudes of s 21 and s 11
increase beyond their pre-irradiation value.
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Plot of I s:22 1 Versus Frequency with Neutron Fluence as a Parameter -(E> lOkeV) •
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In Figure 5, which is a plot of !s 11 ! versus frequency
with neutron fluence as a constant, it is seen that 1.02 x
10 13 n/cm 2 (E>lOkeV) causes approximately a 1/2% decrease in
the magnitude of the parameter at 120 MHz.

Each additional

increase in fluence by one order of magnitude causes a further 1/2% decrease.

This is an indication that any damage

to the device for fluences below 10 13 n/cm 2 is probably not
great enough to be seen by scattering parameter measurements.
Above about 150 MHz the magnitude of the pre-irradiation
parameter increases steadily to about 2.2% above its value
at 150 MHz.
· a b ou t
1s

For a fluence of 1.02 x 10 13 n/cm 2 the increase

3 . 0% an d f o r 1 . 10 x 10 14 n/cm 2 and 9.16 x 10 14 n/cm 2

the increase is about 4.5% and 6.8% respectively.
indicates this as a crossover of the lines.

The figure

Thus, measure-

ment at only one frequency could not possibly characterize
the general trend in this parameter as a function of
fluence.
Since s 11 represents input inpedance when plotted on a
Smith chart, it is evident that the input inpedance is a
very strong function of both neutron fluence and frequency;
the variation with frequency becoming more pronounced at
higher fluences.
Figures 9 and 10 show that fast neutron bombardment
decreases the phase angle of s 11 at low frequencies only slightly
but decreases the phase angle significantly at higher frequencies.

This can be related to changes in the emitter-base
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junction capacitance, Cbe"

Since changes in this capacitance

would be expected to be more
this is not surprising.

noticeable at higher frequencies,

Thus, these figures illustrate clearly

that Cbe is dependent on neutron fluence, although this dependency is

not resolved here.

Figure 6 illustrates changes in is 12 i as a function of
frequency with neutron fluence as a constant.

Reverse gain is

a strong function of the collector resistance, R , and the
c
collector-base capacitance, Cbc"

If port 2 is regarded as the

input port, then Cbc represents a series capacitor to the output.

Thus, increasing the frequency causes a decrease in the

capacitive susceptance and correspondingly an increase in is 12

J.

The collector resistance increases as a function of fluence
because of carrier removal

10

and therefore, causes is 12 i to de-

crease since Rc is in series with the "output."
As with s 11 , a significant change in the phase angle of
s 12 is expected due to Cbc·

Note, however, that this phase

change is in the positive direction as a function of fluence
as opposed to the negative change in arg(s 11 >.

This is because

the capacitor Cbc is in series with the "output" rather than
parallel.
The changes in s 12 can all be predicted as a function of
both fluence and frequency, but the precise characterization
of these changes cannot be predicted.

This is because no high

frequency data has been available for this device (2N914) on
which to base

calculations.

Figure 7 is a plot of !s 21 1 versus frequency with neutron
fluence as a constant.

Low frequency investigations show that
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hfe (which can be approximated by s 21 in the common-emitter
configuration if s 12 is small) decreases as a function of fast
neutron bombardment 10 , 12 , 13 •

It has also been shown 12 that

the gain-bandwidth product, fT' increases as a function of neutron fluence

since
1

2rt'
where t' is the base transit time in nanoseconds for minority
carriers,and t' decreases with fluence.
fies these two effects.

Thus, Figure 7 veri-

The direct result of this is that the

forward transmission coefficient (forward gain parameter) increases as a function of fluence for increasing frequencies
near or above fT.

This will be seen to have important conse-

quences in section IV.
neutron fluence

ls 21

1

is plotted as a function of fast

(E>lOkeV) with frequency as a constant in Fig-

ure 11 and clearly indicates this gain increase at higher frequencies.
The phase shift Qf s 21 is seen to vary little as a function
of either fluence of frequency.

This is expected since the

capacitances Cbe and Cbc oppose each other for this measurement;
that is, cbe is in parallel with the load and Cbc is in series
with the load.
Figure 8 is a plot of ls 22 1 as a function of frequency
with neutron fluence as a constant.

Since s 22 represents out-

put impedance when plotted on a Smith chart, it can be seen
from the figure that the output impedance of the device remains
relatively constant as a function of frequency at any fluence,
but decreases significantly as a function of fluence.

This is
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very difficult to analyze in terms of physical parameters because this parameter depends on the distributed series and parallel combinations of the junction capacitances and bulk resistances of all three regions of the device.

Other investigators

could possible shed light on the variations in this parameter.
It is further noted that the phase shift of s 22 is decreased slightly by fast neutron bombardment and that no phase
shift for any of the s-parameters becomes significant until a
14
2
fast neutron fluence of approximately 5 x 10
n/cm has been
accumulated.
Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15 show the measured changes in
the magnitude of the s-parameters with time as a constant for
the graph.
These data points were possibly in error slightly and
should not be taken as an absolute interpretation of what is
happening.

The curves would be expected to show annealing

with time, under bias; that is, the post-irradiation parameter
would be expected to approach the pre-irradiation parameter
with increasing time.

This is seen to not be the case.

There

is no explanation for this and the figures are presented as
experimental observations.
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IV.
A.

AMPLIFIER DESIGN USING SCATTERING PARAMETERS

General
In the literaturel-S it would appear that the subject

of high-frequency amplifier design using s-parameter techniques is discussed in sufficient detail and with enough
supporting examples to allow anyone to quickly synthesize
matching networks for optimum

transduce~

gain.

However, most

examples given are so fabricated as to make the resultant
design quite easy.

For example, it has been rnentionedl-S

that if a device cannot be assumed unilateral, then the design procedure becomes very difficult, but few or no papers
deal with this eventuality.

Some designs proce~d on a uni-

lateral basis even though this assumption can lead to conI

siderable error as pointed out by Bodway •

In addition,

the techniques for synthesizing a matching network vary
greatly from paper to paper although the end results are the
same: that is, a matched, stable amplifier.
The purpose of this discussion is two-fold.

First, it

will illustrate how neutron radiation effects can alter
the gain characteristics of a high-frequency amplifier.

The

current gain, h 21 , of a common-emitter transistor is very
well approximated by s 21 {for small s 12 >.

Since s 21 is by

definition the forward transmission coefficient, its value
is critical in the gain.determination of an amplifier.

As

can be seen from the figures for s 21 in the previous section,
the modification of s 21 with fluence at a particular frequency
is dependent on that frequency.

The same argument also holds
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for the reflection parameters s 11 and s 22 •

Furthermore, other

amplifier characteristics are also modified by a change in
s-parameters; most significant are the unilateral figure of
merit and the inherent stability.
Secondly, it is intended as a very short summary of the
scattering parameter technique for high frequency amplifier
design using discrete components as matching elements.

The

technique used here has been shown 2 ' 3 to be valid; hence, it
was not felt necessary to further complicate this section by
questioning this validity.

Thus, the discussion entails only

design and analysis but not the related physical construction.

B.

The Unilateral Assumption
The design procedure is particularly straightforward

if the device can be assumed unilateral (s 12 = 0; that is,
power flows in one direction only).

It should be mentioned

here that even if s 12 is small compared with the other sparameters, their values are quite influential in a
rnination of a unilateral figure of merit.

deter~

The expression

for the figure of merit, u, is given in appendix C.

If u

is smaller than 0.12, then a unilateral assumption can

al~

ways be made; if it is not, then the error introduced by
assuming a unilateral design is bounded

by~' 2

1

1

(1

= the actual transducer gain
G
= transducer gain for unilateral
Tu

where G

T

approximation.

Expressions for GT and GTu are given in appendix C.
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No readily available literature treats the

designpro-

cedure for component determination if a unilateral assumption
cannot be made; however, the proposition of component

selec~

tion based on an iteritive process using a computer program
is a possibility.

The problem would be one of maximizing

GT with respect to r 5 and rL.

In the expression for GT' r 5

=

the normalized reflection coefficient looking out of port 1,
and rL = the normalized reflection coefficient looking out of
port 2.

The r•s are complex quantities and the iteration

process would, therefore, involve four variables to maximize
GT.

This would seem to require a prohibitive amount of com-

puter time, particularly if a trial-and-error method were
attempted; however, optimization procedures exist 14 which
will always cause the

s~ep-and-repeat

cycle to proceed toward

the optimum regardless of the number of variables.

The main

problem with these procedures is the occurrence of local maxima.

That is, unless the surface described by the four

var~

iables is unimodal (one maximum), a final GT other than GTrnax
may be found.

This problem can occur even if there is only

one variable of iteration, and is multiplied for a larger
number of variables.

However, if good starting values can be

found, then one can assume that the optimization process will
iterate toward a truemaximum for GT regardless of the number
of local maxima that may be scattered over the surface.
Determining rL and r 5 by assuming unilaterality will yield
excellent starting values for an iteration process to cal-

.
r S an d r L 15 •
culate the opt1mum
To design an amplifier using this process would have
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involved complicating this work to an extent to overshadow
the main objectives.

Therefore, the design procedure used

here was based on the assumption that the device (2N914}
was approximately unilateral even though this assumption could
have led to as much as ·2.3 db error (GT/GTu>·

c.

Bias
An excellent technique for determining optimum bias

is to adjust VCE and IC until the following expression is
. .
d2 :
max1.m1.ze
1

This expression for GTu yields the transducer gain and assumes
a unilateral device, but the error introduced by using it to
.
. 1.ns1.gn1.
.
.
. f.1.can tl5 •
d etermine b1.as
1.s
The optimum bias for this device was determined to be
VCE

=

19 volts and .IC = 8.5 milliamperes.

The measured scat-

tering parameters at this voltage and current at 300 MHz were
s 11

= 0.455/-128°

sl2
s22

s21 - 1. 86/68°
For these conditions GTu = 10.18

=
=

0.0725(49°
0.0756/-23°

-10.07 db.

The actual

transducer gain was found to be 9.90 - 9.96 db from the ex~
pression for GT given in appendix

c.

Thus, the assumption

of unilaterality resulted in only 0.11 db error and the
unilateral approximation was valid in this case.
D.

Stability
In this section a necessary and sufficient condition is

given 1 which can be used to determine if a transistor high~
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frequency amplifier can be simultaneously matched at both
ports and still .maintain stable operation.

The criterion

for unconditional stability is that K must be greater than
one and B1 must be positive.
given in appendix

c.

Expressions for K and

For this device K

=

1.34 and

a 1 are

a1 =

0.49.

Since the· criterion is met, the gain can be maximized by a
conjugate match at both ports.

The subject of potential

instability in itself merits considerable discussion, and
the literature1 ' 3 ' 5 treats i t in detail; however, since potential instability is not a factor in this design, the reader will not be detained by further examination of its various
aspects.
E.

Matching
Since the reflection parameters which are input and out-

put impedances are not, in general, equal to the characteristic line impedance of the amplifier of which the transistor
is a part, lossless matching networks must be inserted at
the input and output of the transistor so that unwanted power
loss will not result from reflections from either the device
or the load.

The most straightforward method for accomplishing

this is to use a Smith chart to determine the values for discrete
components in the matching networks.

Simply, this entails

transforming both conjugate reflection parameters into 50 ohms.
Figure 16 indicates the general procedure for determining
component values for this particular device.

The elements in-

dicated were read as admittances or impedances and then conR
verted to component values as follO\'lS ~
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Fiqure 16.

Smith Chart Procedure for Component Determination.
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Input Port

=

XCl

(0,50 .... 0.41)

(50)

1

(4. s)

50
= 1.1=

XLl
Ll

=

=

4.50 ohms

=

llBpf

45.4S ohms

45.4S
2n (0 ,3 x 10 9 )

= 24nh

Output Port
XL2

=

45.45
(0.195 + 0.351)

91.6
2n ( 0 • 3 x 10 9 )
XC 2 = (2. 4 - 0)

c2 =

= 91.6

ohms

= 48.6nh

(SO) = 120 ohms

1

= 4.4pf

2n (0 .3 x

The theory of Smith charts will not be explained here,
but note that sf 1 falls·inside the G = 1 circle on the Smith
chart.

This possibility is not discussed in the literature,

but results in a capacitor in series with the inductor rather
than parallel.

Since bias must be applied to the device,

additional inductors and capacitors must be added to the network such that it is isolated from the signal source.

The

only criteria for their choice is that their impedances must
be large compared to SO ohms.
in Figure 17.

The completed circuit is shown

The actual transducer power gain GT for this

circuit was 9.96 db.
F.

Fast Neutron Radiation Effects
After irradiation to 9,16 x 10 14 neutrons/cm 2 and 3 hour

biased anneal, the s-parameters were altered as follows:

VBB

vee

1.6lJh
1.6lJh
0.2lJfd
0.2pfd

4.4pf

118pf
2N914
24nh

Figure 17.

48.6nh
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Final Design for 300 MHz Transistor Amplifier.
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s 11 = 0.472(-133°

For these s-pararneters, the actual transducer gain, GT'
is 10.25 db.

Thus the post-irradiation performance of the

amplifier was actually enhanced as a result of neutron bornbardment.

This could have been predicted from the curves for

s 21 in the previous section where it is seen that the gainbandwidth product increases as a function of fluence.

Since

s 11 and s 22 are altered by fast neutron radiation also, mismatch errors caused a decrease in gain, but this was overshadowed or at least compensated for by the increase in s 21 which
always acts to increase the transducer gain.
These results yield the following important conclusion:
The transducer gain of a high-frequency common-emitter amplifier may actually be increased by being bombarded by fast
neutrons.

Operating at or near the ft of the device will

assure that fast neutron radiation will have a minimal degrading effect on the gain of the amplifier and may act to
increase to overall capabilities of the design.

This is an

extremely important consequence to radiation design and darnage studies in general.
Thus, it has been shown that if one has a set of curves
for changes in the s-pararneters as a function of fluence, it
is possible to predict the performance of a high-frequency
amplifier using these curves.

In addition, other amplifier

characteristics change as a function of fluence:

the unilat-

eral figure of merit changed from 0.1365 to 0.1317 which indi-
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cated that the device operated more on a unilateral basis
after irradiation.

This was verified as the discrepancy be-

tween GT and GTu decreased from 0.11 db to 0.09 db after
irradiation.

K (the inherent stability factor) remained

constant at 1.34 and B1 (the other stability factor) increased
from 0.49 to 0.55; thus, the design became more stable.
Thus, for high-frequency amplifier circuits operating
near fT' the changes in the s-parameters due to neutron fluence would only slightly alter the operating characteristics
of the transducer.

In fact, many of the quantities of in-

terest are enhanced by irradiation, including the gainbandwidth product and stability criteria.
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V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The scattering (s-) parameters of a two-port network
describe the interrelationship of two unique variables, a.

].

and hi' which are incident and reflected "power wave"
components respectively.

The scattering parameter concept

has been shown to have several advantages both from measurement and design points of view.

In particular, high-

frequency transistor amplifiers can be readily fabricated
once the device scattering parameters are known.
This investigation has characterized the fast neutroninduced trends in the high-frequency operations of a typical
npn transistor.
Some physical explanations have been given for these
changes and it is hoped that this work will prompt other
researchers to investigate the precise physical interpretations of the changes presented here.
It has been shown that neutron bombardment can act to
enhance the gain performance and the inherent stability of
a high-frequency transistor amplifier if the device is
operating near or above the published minimum fT.
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APPENDIX A:
1.

SCATTERING PARAMETER MEASURING SYSTEM

General Information
The Scattering Parameter Measuring System provides a

versatile and time saving method for measuring the s-parameters of almost any device from a microwave component to a
transistor with push-button ease.

Since the system impedance

is 50 ohms, even devices which exhibit a negative real impedance under bias can be measured without the device becoming
unstable.

There are two basic equipment setups for single-

frequency (continuous wave or CW) measurements from 0.1 to
1.0 GHz.

These are shown in Figures A-1 and A-2.

(Unless

otherwise specified, all equipment in this appendix is manufac~ured

by Hewlett-Packard.)

Figure A-1 shows the setup for semiconductor measurements using as readout the 8405A Vector Voltmeter.

The sig-

nal source (3200B VHF Oscillator) includes the 13515A Frequency Doubler Probe which extends the frequency range of the
RF source up to 1000 MHz.

The dotted lines indicate the

calibration setup for the vector voltmeter.

The X-Y recorder

is optional.
Figure A-2 shows the setup for semiconductor measurements
using as readout the 8411A Network Analyzer and 8414A Polar
Display.
The bias supply shown in both figures is explained
in detail below.

The transistor fixture is either a 11600A

or 11602A depending on the transistor whose parameters are
being determined.
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If, in Figure A-2, the RF source were replaced by a
8690B Sweep Oscillator Mainframe with B699B Plug-in, the system would be capable of swept-frequency measurements in the
range 0.1 to 2.0 GHz.

Readout would still be on the Polar

Display including Smith chart overlays which convert reflection coefficients directly into transistor input and output
impedances.
With one simple calibration for all four a-parameters,
the accuracy of specific measurements ranges from 2% to 8%.
Calibrating separately for each parameter eliminates most of
the system errors.and typically gives accuracies from 2% to 5%.
The a-parameter test set can be completely controlled from
a remote station such as a computer.

That is, the four

s-parameters and any bias conditions on a device can be controlled
externally.

For remote control, it is necessary to have some

external device make contact closures on the thirty-six pin
female connector on the rear panel of the test set to program
the functions.
2.

S-Pa:rame·ter'· Test: Set '{HP Model 8745A} Al
'

1\(

11!1~

'

•

•,

Figure A-3 shows in a simplified
works.

·- ......

diagr~how

the 8745A

The RF source transmits a signal down through the

50-ohm system to the test device.

The signal at

A

is propor-

tional to the incident signal at port 1 of the test device.
The signal at B is proportional to the signal reflected from
port 1, and the signal at C is proportional to the signal
transmitted through the device out of port 2..

The 50-ohm

system on the port 2 side is terminated by the 50-ohn load,.
As a result, the signal at D is zero because none of the
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signal out of port 2 is reflected back to the test device.
The ratio B/A is the magnitude of s 11 , and the phase difference
between Band A is the phase of s 11 •

Likewise, the magnitude

and phase of s 21 are determined by C and A.

Either the vector

voltmeter or network analyzer may be used to detect these
coupler outputs.

The setup illustrated in Figure A-4 is used

to measure s 12 and s 22 •

The major difference between these

two setups is that the SO-ohm load and the RF source have
been interchanged.
Each of the four push buttoms on the front panel of the
8745A s-parameter system (labeled s 11 , s 21 , s 12 , s 22 > operates
electronic switches which apply the RF input and connect the
50-ohm load to the correct ports of the test device.

Other

electronic switches are used to insure that the correct outputs (from A, B, C, or D) are fed to the 8405A Vector Voltmeter.

These internal switches have a typical switching time

of 40 milliseconds and an estimated lifetime greater than one
'11'~on eye 1 es Al •

m~

The frequency range of the 8745A test set is from 0.1 to
2.0 GHz, but the instrument can be used below 100 MHz.

Below

120 MHz directivity remains high but coupling rolls off at
6 dB/octave.

The reflection coefficient looking through a

coupler into a biasing network and a SO-ohm termination is
less than 0.01 from 0.1 to 0.2 GHz and less than 0.063 from
0.2 to 2.0 GHz.

The coupler directivity is greater than 36

dB from 0.1 to 1.0 GHz and greater than 32 dB from 1.0 to 2.0
GHz.

The coupling is 20 dB nominal above 120 MHz.

The inser-

tion loss from the RF input to the test ports is 4dB nominal,
and from the test ports to REFERENCE and TEST channel outputs
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is 20 dB nominal but increases at 6 dB/octave below 120 MHz.
Maximum power to the 8745A RF INPUT should not exceed
2 watts as larger powers may damage the internal 3 dB pad.
Care must be taken to ensure that the power returned to the
8745A from an active device under test does not exceed 2
watts or the 50-ohm terminations may be damaged.
DC voltage on the inner conductor of the transmission
lines in the 8745A must not exceed ±50 volts or the breakdown voltage of the internal bias blocking capacitor will
be exceeded; therefore, the combination of de voltage to
bias a device under test and the de voltage on the center
conductor from the RF source must not exceed 50 volts.

The

maximum de current on the RF lines must not exceed 1.0 amp.
The reference plane extension is a precision line stretcher
inserted in the reference channel of the 8745A.

The maximum

length of the reference plane extensio:1 is 15 em with 0.01
em precision.

This control can extend the reference plane

from 20 em to 35 em beyond the front panel ports.

The line

stretcher is necessary to equalize the reference and test channel electrical length since the test channel has been lengthened by the addition of the fixture and excess coupler length.
A thirty-six pin female connector on the rear panel of
the 8745A provides contacts for remote s-parameter selection
and biasing; eleven of the thirty-six pins are used.
and their uses are given in Table A-1.

The pins

When select pin 17

is open or not connected to a remote control common (pins
18 or 36), the 8745A is in the manual mode.

In this mode

of operation the front panel push buttoms are all enabled

A8

Pin No.

Function

1.

Chassis Ground
Port A Bias
Port B Bias

2.
3.
6•

Remote S-Parameter Select
Remote Select

17.
18.

Remote Control Common
Chassis Ground Sense
Port A Bias Sense

19.
20.
21.

Port B Bias Sense
Remote S-Parameter Select
Remote Control Common

24.
36.

All others

Table A-1.

Parameter
to be
measured

No Connection

Contact Closures for Remote Selection of S-Parameters and Transistor Bias Connections. {Ref. Al)

Input connected to
PORT A
Pin 18 or 36 to:

Lamps
Lit

Input connected to
PORT B
Pin 18 or 36 to·
Pin 24
Pin 6

Pin 24

Pin 6

s11

Open

Open

A, 5 11

Shorted

sl2

Open

Shorted

A, sl2

Shorted

s21

Shorted

Open

A, s21

Open

s22

Shorted

Shorted

A, s22

Open

Hate:

_Tllo1e A-2.

Shorted
Open
Shorted
Open

Lamps
Lit

A, s22
A, s21
J'.,_'

s12
•
C'
A, ,:}11

Before selecting parameters, remote control must be
set up by shorting pin 17 to either pin 18 or 36.
There are two requirements for selectins each parar.1cter.

signal Requirements for Remote S-Pararneter Selection.
(Ref. Al)
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and s-parameter select pins 6 and 24 are disabled.

S-par a-

meters can only be selected from the front panel and either
port A or port B can be selected as the input. port to the
device under test,

When remote select pin 17 is connected

to a remote control common, the 8745A is in the remote mode.
In this mode of operation the front panel push buttons are
disabled and remote s-parameter select input pins 6 and 24
are enabled, allowing parameter selection only through the
remote input lines.

When the 8745A is set to the remote mode,

port A is always defined as the input port to the device under
test.

Since the four s-parameters are defined as:

reflection coefficient, s 21
s 12

=

= forward

s 11

=

input

transmission coefficient,

reverse transmission coefficient and s 22

= output

reflec-

tion coefficient, the input port of the device under test
must be clearly defined.

When a transistor fixture is being

used with the 8745A, the snap-on dial may indicate that port
B is to be selected as the input; however, in remote operation port B cannot be selected.

Nevertheless, results equiva-

lent to selecting port B can be obtained.

Selecting port A

and s 11 is equivalent to selecting port B and s 22 •

Table A-2

shows the requirements for remote selection of all s-parameters.
The contact closures required for remote selection of
s-pararneters are listed in Table A-3.

Shorting pin 17 to

either of the remote control returns, pin 18 or pin 36, selects remote programming.

To select s 11 , for example, pins

6 and 24 must be open with respect to both of the remote control returns.

The 8745A supplies approximately +12 Vdc when

the contact is open and 10 rna of current flows when the con-

l\10
tact is closed.

Noise on the remote control lines should

not exceed 3 volts

peak~to~peak

in the open circuit condition

and 1.8 volts peak-to-peak in the closed circuit condition.
3.

Vector Voltmeter (HP Model 8405A)A 2
The Vector Voltmeter has a voltmeter and phasemeter for

measuring the amplitude and phase relationship of the fundamental components of two RF voltages.

The RF range is 1 to

1000 MHz; the phase range is 0 to 360 degrees; and the amplitude ranges are from at least 1.5 millivolts to 1 volt rms
for channel A, and 100 microvolts to 1 volt rms for channel

B.
Phase relationship is continuously displayed.

Angles

from 0 to 360 degrees can be measured and read directly from
the zero-center meter with+ 0,1 degree resolution with the
aid of the phase offset control,
Absolute voltage amplitudes read separately can be measured to within +4% from 400 to 1000 MHz.

Relative voltage

measurements can be made to within +2% of full scale on a
given range with· an additional range-to-range error of +1%.
outputs include an intermediate frequency (IF) output
for each input, a de voltage proportional to amplitude meter
voltage reading, and a de voltage proportional to phase meter
reading.

The IF outputs are 20 kHz replicas of the RF input

waveforms with the same amplitude and phase relationship.
Tuning is semi-automatic and the automatic phase control
(APC) circuit tunes both channels simultaneously to the channel A input signal.

The search and lock time of the APC is

approximately 10 milliseconds and maximum sweep speed is

All
15 MHz/sec.

A condition for tuning is that the channel A

signal be large enough to trigger tuning.

Minimum required

channel A amplitude is frequency dependent as follows:

1. 5rn.V

for 1-10 MHz, 300 pV for 10-500 MHz, and 500 pV for 500-1000
MHz.
The input impedance is approximate 0.1 megohm shunted
by approximately 2.5 pF.
Maximum AC input is 3 V
±150
4.

p~p,

and maximum DC input is

v.
Network Analyzer {HP Model 8410A), Harmonic Frequency
Converter (HP Model 8411A)A 3 , and Polar Dis~ (HP Model
8414A)A 4
The combination of the network analyzer, frequency

con~

verter, and polar display function as a phasemeter and a ratiometer for direct, continuous, simultaneous phase and amplitude
ratio measurement of RF voltages.

The complete instrument

(the three combined) measures phase angles from 0 to 360 degrees and amplitude ratios in decibels over a range of 60 dB.
These measurements can be made on single frequencies and on
swept frequencies from 110 MHz to 12.4 GHz.
The network analyzer and frequP.ncy converter transform
the two RF signals being measured to two 278 kHz signals that
have the same relative amplitudes and phase.

The phase and

amplitude information provided by the polar display is derived from these

278 kHz signals.

External monitoring points

for the 278 kHz signal~ are provided on the network analyzer.
Operating power for the polar display and the frequency converter is furnished by the network analyzer.
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Controls on the 8410A include phase
action amplitude offset controls.

and precision step-

The vernier controls are

for convenience in setting reference and calibration phase
and amplitude indications.

The amplitude offset controls

allow large amplitude differences to be measured with greater resolution.
The harmonic frequency converter automatically tracks
the frequency of the signal applied to the reference input.
This automatic tuning and tracking takes place over the
octave frequency band preselected by a front panel control
on the network analyzer.

In addition to the band selector,

there is a control that permits the search and hold range of
the automatic tuning to be adjusted for best performance within
the selected band.

For swept-frequency measurements at faster

rates, a rear-panel input accepts a sweep reference voltage
proportional to the frequency of the input signals.
The signal applied to the reference input of the frequency converter is used as the reference for both phase and
amplitude measurements.

Since this signal actuates the auto-

matic tuning, its level is critical.

A meter on the network

analyzer continuously monitors the reference channel signal
level and indicates whether it is in the range required for
making measurements.
Maximum RF power that is applied to the frequency converter inputs should not exceed 50 milliwatts, and maximum
de voltage on the inner conductor of the transroission line
carrying signals to the frequency converter must not exceed
+3 volts.

Al3
The polar display indicates amplitude and phase in polar
form on a built-in cathode ray tube and provides simultaneous
voltages proportional to the amplitude and phase componE~nts
of the display.

Supplied Smi t.h chart overlays permit impe-

danye and admittance to be read directly from the display.
The accuracy of the network analyzer is +0.1 dB per
10-dB step and does not exceed ±0.2 dB cumulative.

The

accuracy of the frequency converter is ±0.06 dB per 1-dB
step and does not exceed ±0.1 dB cumulative.

The reference

and test channels track within +0.3 dB, 0.11 to 8.0 GHz and
~0.5

5.

dB, 8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
Bias Supply
The bias supply used is one fabricated by the author

utilizing a Hewlett-Packard design.

Its function is to supply

to a transistor under test (NPN with EBC base configuration or
N-channel FET with SGD base configuration) a collector-toemitter forward voltage and forward collector current using
two power supplies.
for this bias supply.

Figure A-5 shows the complete schematic
The 3 kilo-ohm resistor is for current

limitation and the two diodes prevent the forward bias voltage
from exceeding the voltage drop across the diodes.

Another

bias technique was attempted (also a HP design); however, a
loading effect was observed which caused pre-set bias conditions to alter when switching input ports.
6. VHF Oscillator (HP Model 3200B) AS and Frequency Doubler
Probe (HP Model 13515A)
The VHF Oscillator provides a convenient source of RF
power over the frequency range of 10 to 500 MHz (to 1000 MHz
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AlS
with frequency doubler probe).

Power output is in excess of

25 rnW or 1.1 V (across 50-ohm load) on all bands.
MHz, the power output is in excess of 200 rnW or 2.7

Below 260

v

(across

50-ohm load).
The output level from the VHF oscillator is controlled
by a piston-type attenuator.

This attenuator will provide

greater than 120 dB attenuation from the maximum output at
any frequency setting.

The attenuator is graduated in twelve

10-dB steps with no absolute values shown.

The probe may be

locked in any position along its length by a slight rotation
of the locking ring on the attenuator.

There is no stop on

the attenuator probe, therefore it may be completely withdrawn
from its tube.

The frequency doubler probe serves the same

function as the standard probe except that the output frequency
of the oscillator is doubled by the probe.
7.

Transistor Fixtures

(HP Models ll600A and 11602A)AG,A 7

The transistor fixture used for this investigation was
the 11600A which was designed primarily for the transistor
packages T0-18 and T0-72, while the 11602 was designed for
T0-5 and T0-12 packages.

Other transistor packages that fit

the fixtures are listed in Table A-3.

These fixtures are not

limited to transistors, however, and may be used with any
device with leads that fit in the holes including diodes,
capacitors, and resistors.
The transistor fixture is essentially a "test jig" and
will accept leads up to 1 1/2 inches long and all standard
lead configurations.

A set of snap-on dials included with

each fixture indicates the proper input port and exposes
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ll602A

11600A
T0-18, 28, 46, 52, 54, 56, 58,

T0-5, 9, 11, 12, 16, 26, 29,

72, 102, 104, 106, 107, 112

31, 33, 37, 38, 39, 43,
55, 94, 105

U-3
X-8, 29, 40, 45, 55
L-3, 3b, 4, 4a, 7a, 7c, 7e, 12,
15, 15a, 15b, 15c, 20, 22, 36,

X-6
L-3a, 7b, 7d, 13, 14, 37, 40,
46, 46a, 55
MD-14, 251 291 32, 33, 34

47
MT-30, 54

MM-4, 8, 9

R0-38, 44, 48, 51, 64, 65, 70,
73, 86, 90, 92, 96, 97a, 97b,
97c, 97d, 103, 110, 111, 115,
119, 123, 124, 124a, 134

~T-6,

13, 201 32, 37, 64

R0-2 1 3 I 4 I 51 10, 13, 24, 26'
30, 33, 34, 45, 46, 49, 61,
79, 811 82, 83, 89, 93, 941

97, 991 1001 ll0a 1 113,
1171 124b, 1331 135
The prefixes are defined as follows:
TO- JEDEC type

MD- Mounted type-diamond base

u-

MM- Mounted type-Miscellaneous
configuration

Microminiature case

X- r.Usce llaneous configurations
L- Multiple lead type

Table A-3.

MT- Mounted type-Threaded
RO- Round case

Transistor Packages That Fit the 11600A and 11602A
Transistor Fixtures.
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the proper holes in the fixture for each configuration.
Four holes on the fixture are always exposed; three labeled
emitter-base-collector or source-gate-drain, and one to permit grounding a fourth lead.
The frequency range of the fixtures is de to 2.0 GHz
and the maximum power capabilities including RF signals is
10 watts.
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APPENDIX B:
1.

CALIBRATION AND HEASUREMENT

General Information
This appendix is intended as a short guide

to

equipment calibration for measurement of s-parameters
of bipolar transistors, and makes no attempt
to describe the exact
ments themselves.

calibration procedures of the instru-

The accuracy of the system is discussed,

and the method for taking scattering parameter measurements
is described.
2.

Calibration of the Vector Voltmeter
The procedure for calibration was to set up the

equipment as shown in Figure A-1 by the dotted lines.

If

channel A and channel B have equal signals on them, then
the phase difference,

~A-~B'

should be zero.

Thus, the

PHASE ZERO CONTROL must be adjusted until the phase meter
reads zero degrees.

The magnitude of the measured channel

A and channel B voltage should be the same.

If they are

not, the instrument itself is out of calibration and the
error should be corrected.

However, this does not pose

much additional difficulty to the measurement of s-parameters as the only concern is the ratio of the channel B
voltage to the channel A voltage.

The procedure to cancel

this discrepancy, should it occur, is explained in Section 5.

B2

3.

Calibration of the System
The general outline of calibration to measure tran-

sistor scattering parameters with either vector voltmeter
readout or network analyzer readout is basically the same.
A set of calibration standards consisting of a "short" termination, a "thru" section and a 50-ohm load was purchased as
an accessory to the system.

With the calibration standards

the following procedures will yield an absolute accuracy
of better than 5% for all four s-parameters or 2% for the
selected parameter at any frequency within the range of
the system.
(A)

"Open" Calibration
(1)

Snap the EBC Bipolar Dial on the 11600A Tran-

sistor Fixture leaving the fixture open.
{2)

Adjust the RF source frequency to the frequency

at which the s-parameters are to be measured.
(3)

Activate the push button s 11 •

(In calibrating

for all four s-parameters, s 11 and s 22 will be approximately the same.)
{4)

Adjust the RF source output power so that the

vector voltmeter reads a maximum of 10 mV (channel
B) or the network analyzer is just barely in the
"OPERATE" range as indicated by the front panel meter.
(This is to insure that the small signal parameters
will be measured.)
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(5)

If, as noted in the above section, the channel

A and channel B reference voltages are not the same,
note the channel A magnitude here.

These readings

are then BREF and AREF respectively.
(6)

Adjust the REFERENCE PLANE EXTENSION until zero

degrees phase is indicated.
(7)

If the network analyzer is used, adjust the

TEST CHANNEL GAIN and AMPLITUDE VERNIER until a magnitude of 1 (one) is shown on the face of the polar
display.

If necessary, adjust the PHASE VERNIER to

bring the dot back to zero degrees.
(B) "Short" Calibration
(1)

Snap the EBC Bipolar Dial on the 11600A Tran-

sistor Fixture with "CB" at the top.
(2)

Plug in the "SHORT" termination with the arrow

shown on the termination pointing up.
(3)

Do steps (2),

(3),

(4) and (5) of the "Open"

Calibration.
{4)

Adjust the REFERENCE PLANE EXTENSION until 180

degrees phase is indicated on either the vector voltmeter of the polar display of the network analyzer.
(5)

If the network analyzer is used, adjust the TEST

CHANNEL GAIN and AMPLITUDE VERNIER until a magnitude
of 1 (one) is shown on the face of the polar display.
If necessary, adjust the PHASE VERNIER to bring the
dot back to 180 degrees.

D4

For frequencies above 500 MHz, calibration with the
short terroination generally gives somewhat

greater accuracy

(1%) •

(C)

"Thru" Calibration
(1)

Same as (1) in "Short" Calibration.

(2)

Plug in the "THRU" section with the arrow shown

on the section pointing up.
(3)

Adjust the RF source frequency to that desired

for measurements.
(4)

Activate the push button

s 12 .

(In calibration

for all four s-parameters, s 12 and s 21 will be approximately the same.)
(5) Do steps (4),

(5),

(6)

I

and (7) of the

11

0pen" Cal-

ibration.
4.

Accuracy
In any system that operates at high frequencies

there are generally a number of discrepancies that can
occur between the ideal high frequency performance of the
various components and that which actually exists.

For

this system, in particular, errors may be due to crosstalk and directivity, tracking between reference and test
channels, or the reflection (VSvffi) of the transistor fixture itself.

Even though the related components in the

system are designed as "perfectly" as possible at the factory,
time and environmental conditions can soon alter the operating characteristics.

Since the accuracy of the measure-

BS
ments depends directly on the accuracy of the components in the
measuring system, it is important to determine the significance
of the errors for the various measurements.
In this investigation the scattering parameters of a transistor operating in the common-emitter configuration were measured.

For this reason the reflection coefficients s 11 and s 22

were relatively large.

Since crosstalk and directivity errors

are significant only when measuring small reflection coefficients,
these errors were not important.

This can be seen in Figure B-1

which illustrates the effect of the crosstalk and directivity
vector on reflection coefficients.

At single frequencies above

1000 MHz crosstalk and directivity errors can be completely cancelled using a sliding load (HP Model 907A).

For single fre-

quencies below 1000 MHz these errors can be cancelled using a
low reflection termination (HP Model H01-909A)B 2 .
The reference and test channels for the s-parameter test
set will, in general, not track perfectly.

That is, they do

not have the same amplitude and phase response as a function of
frequency.

If tracking errors exist, as they generally do, they

are largely due to the coupler tracking in the test set and the
tracking of the reference and test channels within the vector
voltmeter or the network analyzer.

Calibrating the test set

separately for s 12 and s 21 with a "thru" section at each frequency will completely eliminate tracking errors for each parameter.

An approach which is easier for measurements at many fre-

quencies is to make the simple "open" calibration and measure
f a "thru" section at all frequencies of interest.
sl2 an d s21 O

Measured Reflection Coefficient

\//

Actual
Reflection
Coefficient

/
/
/
/

Directivity +
Crosstalk Vector

'\.
Fixture
Reflection

Measured
'\. Transistor
'\.Reflection

"

'\.

Actual
Transistor
Reflection

"

"

VECTOR DIAGRAMS

Figure B-1.

Directivity Error,

Figure B-2.

Fixture Reflection Error.

t;J
O"l
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This was the calibration procedure used by the author.
Ideally the transmission coefficients of a "thrd'section
will be 1LQ 0 •

The amount the measured values differ from

1LD 0 determines the correction factor for the measured
values of the parameters at these frequencies.

For this

system using vector voltmeter readout the tracking errors
for both

s 12

s 21

and

were found to be insignificant for

frequencies less than 260 MHz and small for other frequencies of interest.

This is illustrated in table B-1.

Al-

though the correction factor is small, it is so easy to
apply that it was incorporated to correct the transmission
cofficients for this investigation.
To show the correction method consider an example.
Suppose at 350 MHz that

s 21

= l.lL5. 0 when measuring a "thru"

section.

Next, suppose a transistor is measured and

3.50£21°.

The correct value of

lows:

S 2lcor- S~2lmeas /S 2lthru

Frequency,f
Megahertz

s 21

=

=

is then computed as fol-

3.50l2] 0 /l.l~0

8 21

8 12

1&0

1/-1°

f

<

260

260

<

f

<

290

lL.Qo

lf:..22

290

<

f

<

350

lLJ..O

1/.:::.2_0

Table B-1.

s 21

=

3.18~ 0 •

Transmission Parameters of a "Thru" Section.
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Similarly, if extreme accuracy on s 11 or s 22 is desired,
the 50-ohm load can be used to determine a correction factor
for these parameters due to the reflection of the transistor
fixture.

Again this error is significant only when measuring

small reflection coefficients as can be seen in Figure B-2.
If, referring to the section discussing the "Short" Calibration, the "Short" termination is replaced by the 50-ohm load,
a reading of lslll = 0 should be indicated (or for s 22 calibration, !s221 = 0) •

If lslll~ 0, then this reading is the error

in s 11 due to the reflection of the fixture itself and to some
degree the directivity of the couplers.

For greater accuracy

this reflection vector can be subtracted from a measurement of
s 11 (or s 22 as the case may be).

For this investigation ls 11 1

and ls 22 1 were less than 0.02 at all frequencies of interest,
and therefore, neglected.
From the previous appendix it is known that even for
single frequencies and separate calibrations for each parameter, the accuracy of the measured parameter using the vector
voltmeter readout may be 5% in error.

Similarly, using the

network analyzer the error may be ±0.2 db ±0.1 db ±0.3 db over
the 60 db range or approximately 2%.

These errors together

with other inherent system errors should allow readings taken
on the same parameter on the two systems to differ by no more
then approximately 10%.

To check the validity of this state-

ment the author did a "worst-case" analysis to determine how
much error could be expeeted between like measurements.

This

B9

was done by calibrating for all four s-parameters simultaneously using the "open" calibration as described in the previous section.

The additional 3% error made possible by

this calibration could make different readings vary by no
more than 10% in a worst case.

Over a wide range of bias

conditions and frequencies in the test no readings were observed to differ by more than 8%.

Thus, a separate calibra-

tion for each parameter could be exoected to yield corresponding reading errors of approximately-5%.

Since the net-

work analyzer was used only as a check on the vector voltmeter readings, this difference was considered negligible.
5.

Measurement
In measuring any one of the parameters the input port

as shown on the transistor fixture is selected by the front
panel push button.

The RF source output power is adjusted

until channel A of the vector voltmeter reads AREF as noted.
The measured s-parameter is then
•t d
MagnL u e

= measured Bchannel

B voltage

REF

The phase of the s-parameter is ~A-~B and is indicated
directly on the phase meter of the vector voltmeter.
The network analyzer gives the ratio B/A directly and
indicates this magnitude along with the appropriate phase
difference on the face of the polar display in polar coordinates.

The main advantage of the network analyzer is its

BlO

ability to give s-parameters on a swept-frequency basis.
Since all of the data points in this investigation were
taken at single frequencies

(due to the lack of a sweep-

frequency generator), the network analyzer and polar display were used only to check the accuracy of the vector
voltmeter readings.
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Cl
APPENDIX C:

TABLE OF OFTEN-USED NETWORK FUNCTIONS IN
TERMS OF SCATTERING PARAMETERSCl

The ai's and bi's are incident and reflected powers respectively
of the following two-port network.
al-

v: :___

- - a2

t_~-~-~-~-~-~-~--r-----b-2

b_l_.,.__
_ _-;..__

_ _ _:

~

2

Scattering parameter defining equations for a two-port network
are:

Input reflection coefficient with arbitrary ZL (load impedance) is:

where rL

=

load reflection coefficient.

Output reflection coefficient with arbitrary
dance) is;

where r 8

=

source reflection coefficient.

Voltage gain with arbitrary ZL and

Power Gain

= Power
Power

z8

delivered to load
input to networ k

is:

= G.

z8

(source impe-

C2

G =
(1 -

=

Available Power Gain

Transducer Power Gain

Power available from network
Power available from source

=

Power delivered to load
Power available from source

=

=

GA.

GT.

ls2112<1- lrsl2> (1- lrLI2>
GT

= -------------------------------------~2
I (l - sllrs> ( l - s22rL) - sl2 5 2lrLrsl

Unilateral Transducer Power Gain (sl2
GTu

=

=

0) is given by:

GOG1G2'

where
Go

=

2
I s211 '
1 -

Gl

=

lr 5 12

2,

II - sllrsl
1 G2

=

lrLI 2

•

l l - s22rLI2

The maximum unilateral transducer power gain when ls 11 1~1 and
ls 22 l<l may be written:

C3

G0 Glmax G2max'

where

= ____..:::
1 _ _..,...

G.

1m ax

for

2
I s 11
.. l

1 -

This maximum is attained for

r5 =

i

·s* 11 an d

rL

= 1,2.
= s * 22 ·

Unilateral Figure of Merit is:

u

=

Error limits on unilateral gain calculation are:
1·
GT
1
( 1 + u) 2 < GTu < -(-1--~u--)2
,. . . •

Conditions for absolute stability are defined such that
no passive source or load will cause the network to oscillate
if the conditions listed in a, b, and c are all satisfied

a.

b.

c.

lsl2s211 lslll2
lsl2s211 ls 22 12 -

1M* I I>
lnl2
IN*I

1,
>

1.

lnl 2

Condition that a two-port network can be simultaneously
matched with a positive real source and load;

K

>

K

=

where

1
1 + !n!2 -

!slll2 -

2!sl2s211

!s2212

C4
Source and Load for Simultaneous Match are achieved
when:
B

rms

= M*I

+

1 -

=

- 4IM! 2

2jMj 2
B

rmL

IB 1 2

N* [

2

where B1 == 1 + ls1112
B2 == 1 + ls2212 -

2
-+ IB 2

I

]

,

- 4INI 2

2jN 1 2
ls2212
2
l·slll

]

lnl 2 ,

ID 12 .

The Maximum Available Power Gain if K>l is

GA max

=

(Use minus sign when B1 is positive, plus sign when B1 is
negative.

For definition of B1 see 'Source and Load for

Simultaneous Match',

in this appendix.)

D, M, and N used above are defined as follows:

M == sll - Ds*22'

Transistor Frequency Parameters: ft =gain bandwidth product, f

max

==maximum operating

frequenc~

ft ==frequency at which

i.e.,

jhfel

= lh 21 for common-emitter configuration! == ~

fmax = frequency at which GA max = 1.

cs

s-parameters in terms of z-parameters

sll =

(zll - 1) (z22 + 1)
(zll + 1) (z22 + 1)

-

2zl2
s12 = (zll + 1) (z22 + 1)
s21 =

2z21
(zll + 1) (z22 + 1)

s22 =

(zll + 1) (z22 - 1)
(zll + 1) (z22 + 1)

-

z12z21
z12z21

z12z21

z12z21
z12z21
z12z21

s-parameters in terms of y-parameters :
<1 -

y11) (l + y22) - y12y21

s 11 =

(l + Y11> (l + Y22) - Y12Y21

s 12 =

- 2 y12
(l + Y11) (l + Y22> - Y12Y21
- 2 y21

= ~~------~~------------1

(1 + y11) (

+ y22) - y12y21

s-parameters in terms of h-parameters :

-2h21
=

(hll + 1) (h22 + 1)
(l + hll) {1 - h22) + h12h21

s22
Table c-1,

=

(h11

+ 1) (h22 + 1) - h12h21

s-parameters in Terms of z-,

y~,

and h-pararneter.
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z-parameters in terms of s-parameters:
(1 + s11) (1 - s22)
+ s12s21
z11 = (1 s11) (1 - s22) - s12s21
2s12
z12 = (1 s11) ( 1 - s22>

-

s12s21

2s21
z21 = (1 s11) ( 1 - s22>

-

s12s21

z22 =

(1 + s22) (1 - s11> + s12s21
(1
s11) (1
s22) - s12s21

y-parameters in terms of s-parameters:
y11 =

(1 + s22}(1- s11> + s12 5 21
(1 + s11} (1 + s22} - s12s21

y12 =

-2sl2
(1 + s11> ( 1 + s22>

-

s12s21

-2s21
y21 = {1 + s11> ( 1 + s22> - s12s21
y22 =

(1 + s11)(1- s22) + s12s21
(1 + s11} (1 + s22) - s12s21

h-parameters in terms of s-parameters:

h11

=

h12

=

h21

=

-

(1 + s11} (1 + s22)
s12s21
(1 - sl1) (1 + s22) + s12 5 21
2s12
(1 - s11) ( 1 + s22) +

Table c-2.

=

12 5 21

-2s21
(1 - sl1) ( 1 + 5 22) + s12 5 21
(1 -. s11) (1

h22

5

-

(1 - s11) (1 +

5

22>

5

22) +

-

5

12 5 21

5

12 5 21

z-, y-, and h-parameters in Terms of s-parameters.
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The h-, y-, and z-parameters listed above are all normalized
If h', y', and z' are the actual parameters, then:

to zo.

yll

z'11

=

zllzO

y'll

= ZQ

z'12

=

zl2ZO

y'l2

= ZQ

z'21

=

z21ZO

y' 21

= ZQ

z'22

=

z22ZO

y'22 =

h'll

=

h11zo

h' 12

=

hl2

h' 21

=

h21

h'22

= ZQ

yl2

y21

y22

ZQ

h22

•
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APPENDIX D:
1.

NUCLEAR REACTOR FACILITY AND DOSIMETRY

Nuclear Reactor Facility
The neutron irradiations for this investigation

were performed at the Research Reactor of the University of
Missouri-Rolla.

This reactor is used both for laboratory

training and research by the faculty and students of the
University of Missouri-Rolla and other nearby universities.
A table of the major reactor characteristics of the Research
Reactor of the University of Missouri-Rolla is illustrated
in Figure D-1.
The Research Reactor of the University of MissouriRolla is a

"swimming pool" type reactor, installed in a win-

dewless, concrete, brick and steel structure.

The pool con-

sists of a thick walled pit, 19 feet long, 9 feet wide and
27 feet deep, containing 32,000 gallons of pure water.

The

reactor core is suspended near the bottom of the pool and is
covered with some 19 feet of shielding water.

The water is

continuously purified by an ion exchanger, which removes cations and anions, preventing corrosion and contamination.
The reactor grid plate, containing several rows of fuel pin
holes and 22 fuel elements, is a racklike aluminum tray.
Open positions in the grid plate are available as sample
holders in experiments.

Position B2,

(see Figure D-2)

which is mapped for fast flux irradiations, was used in this
The

investigation.

maximu~

fast flux

at 10 kW for position B2 is 8.48 x 10

(E
10

>

O.OlMeV)

available

2
neutrons/em -sec.

The gamma to fast neutron ratio is approximately 1.1 x 10
rad (Si) /n ·em

-2 Dl
.

-8

Type------------------~-----------:

Swimming pool type (modified BSR-type), housed in a windowless,
concrete, brick and steel structure.

COre ------------------------------:

Heterogeneous 90% U-235 enriched uranium oxide-Aluminum-water.

Moderator -------------------------:

Light water.

Reflector -------------------------:

Light water.

COolant ---------------------------:

Light water.

Biological shield -----------------:

Light water and normal concrete.

Critical mass---------------------:

Approximately 2.7 kilograms of U-235.

Power level --------------------:

Up to 200 kw.

Fuel elements ---------------------:

MTR type; each fuel element has 10 fuel plates, each plate approximately 17 gms of U-235. Each fuel element is 3" x 3" x 36".
The reactor has 22 full fuel elements: 1 left hand half elements,
2 right hand half elements, and 4 control rod elements (3 shimsafety rod, l regulating rod).

Auxiliary equipment ---------------:

Neutron diffraction multi-channel analyzer, nuclear counting
equipment; neutron generator, subcritical assemble, neutron chopper.

Figure D-1.

(convection)

{expandable to l

m"ega~~~att

with forced cool:Lng.)

Table of technical data for the UMR Research Reactor.
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A photograph of the sample holder which was used to
contain the transistors in all of the irradiations is shown
in Figure D-3.
2.

Foil Activation Analysis for Neutron Fluence Determination
Determination of neutron fluence during each irradiation

run is important for radiation damage studies and has to be
accurately ascertained.
In the present investigation, the-approximate desired
fast neutron fluence level was obtained from previously calibrated time-fluence curves at different reactor power levels
of the reactor.

However, due to fuel depletion and flux pat-

tern variations in the reactor core with time, it was found
essential to determine the exact fast neutron fluence for each
set of devices irradiated.
a)

Nickel Foil Activation
The fundamental problem in prior fast neutron spectrum

measurements is that much of the fast neutron energy spectrum
lies below the threshold reactions in materials.

Careful

attention was focused on relations in the keV and MeV range
for this purpose.

The desirable criteria for a threshold

detector such as nickel are as follows:

The effective threshold

of the materials would have to be from 0.1 MeV to 15 MeV and
sensitive to fast neutrons only.

The product should decay

to produce a prominent peak which is easily identified between

o

and 2 Mev.

It should be formed in sufficient quan-

tity to allow for reasonable detection statistics.

The half

life of the product nucleus should be of the order of hours

DS
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or days.

A half life of this order will emit enough radiation

for good detection in reasonable activation time.

Nickel

conforms to the above criteria and is ideal in determining
flux in the energy range of interest.
reaction of interest.

This threshold reaction has a thres-

hold effective of 2.9 Mev.
section is0.42 barns.
life of 71.3 days.

Ni 58 (n,p)co 58 is the

The effective activation cross-

The daughter, co 58 , decays with a half

The Ni used in the present investigations

is 99.997% pure, obtained from Reactor Expt. Inc.
b)

Table of Nuclear Reactions
Peak (MeV)

Reaction
Energy(MeV)

Half
Life

Cross Section
(rnillibarns)

Reaction

y

Nl..58< n,p >c o 58

0.81

2.9

72d

92

N1.58< n,p )C o 58n

0.81

4.1

9.2h

10

Ni 58 (n,2n)Ni 57

1.37, 1.87

11.7

36h

0.0012

Ni 60 (n,p)co 60

1.17, 1.33

2.07

5.24y

3.5

N1.61( n,p )C o 61

0.068

5.41

1.65h

N l..62( n,a )F e 59

1.13, 1.28

0.884

45.ld

Nl..62( n,p )C o 62

1.17, 1.47

8.92

13.9m

c)

0.014

Spectrum Analysis
The Co 58 obtained from Nl.. 58 ( n,p ) reac t.l.On may b e d e t ec t e d

free from interference by other reactions produced by neutrons
on nickel.

This product has a gamma photopeak at 0.81 Mev

and threshold reaction at 2.9 Mev.

The long half life of

c 0 58 (72 days) allows for Ni 57 and Co 58 to be eliminated
allowing a few half lives of decay.

The long half life

(5.24 years) plus the low cross section of the Ni 60 (n,p)
60
58 b
. d
reaction eliminates interference f rom Co . Co
o taJ.ne
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f

rom

N.s8<
~
n,p >

.

react~on

may be detected free from interfer-

ence by all other activities produced by neutrons on nickel.
However, interference due to the co 60 formed from thermal
capture by co 58 may b e t rou bl esome for long irradiations
and large fluxes.

It was noted that co 58 has a thermal burn-

out of 1% for thermal fluxes greater than 10 15 neutrons/cm 2 sec.

Hogg, Weber and Leats 02 have shown that

the isomeric state of co 58 has an extremely large cross section of 178,000 barns and therefore must be guarded against
and corrected for 03 •

However, the UMR reactor has a thermal

flux around 2.5xlo 12 , and therefore this phenomenon need not be
emphasized.

Furthermore, the Ni foils were Cd covered as a

precaution.
d)

Counting Technique
The nickel foils used are one-half inch in diameter

and approximately 0.003" thick, weighing about 0.086 gms.
After irradiation, the foils are allowed to cool for about 30
hours, in order to allow the decay of short-lived isotopes,
so that they will not interfere with the 0.81 Mev peak obtained for the 71.3 day half-life of co 58 •

The foil-induced

activity was determined by counting the gamma emission with
dual right angle cylindrical 3"x3" sodium iodide thallium
activated crystals in conjunction with a 400 channel analyzer.
The crystals are adjusted so that they could be closed tightly
on the foil to give a 4n counting geometry.

The crystals are

located in a lead shield counting chamber in the reactor bay.
The multi-channel analyzer is calibrated quantitatively, using

DB

known standards Cs-137, Rd-226 and Co-60.
the foil are then located by channel.

The photopeaks from

The above settings are

counted for 1/16 setting corresponding to 0 - 4 MeV range.
The calibration chart is shown in Fig. D-4.

The background

counts for each channel are taken and subtracted from the observed counts for each channel.

[Note:

The background count

is known to change with the reactor operating at different
power levels.]

The total counts vs channel number, for a cer-

tain counting period is plotted.
photopeak is then determined.
fluence

The area under the 0.81 Mev

The empirical relation for the

(n/cm 2 ) for energies > 10 keV can then be directly given

by the formula 04 :

~

where,

~= n~utron

1.325 X lOlO X A
X T 3 ( 1 - AT 2 )

= Wt

fluence

(time-integrated flux), in neutrons/cm2

A = area under 0.81 Mev peak, corrected after
subtracting background
Wt

= weight

T2

=

of foils being irradiated, gms

time to count (cooling time), hrs

T3 = counting time, minutes
58
A = decay constant for Co

=

4.07

X

l0- 4 hr-l

The 0.81 Mev peak occurs on channel #81 in the 0 - 4 Mev
range.
e)

RIDL Model 34-12B Transistorized 400-Channel Analyzer
The RIDL Model 10-8 Scintillation Probe is a convenient

detector-preamplifier combination assemble, built into a cylindrical container.

The housing includes a crystal holder

4.0
3.6

3 .. 2
2.8
t

2 .. 4

2.0
1.6

1.2
0~8

0.4
0

0

2

0

50

Channel
Dm•4 •

Spectra for

2

300

350

+

Mu

•

400

010

at one end, a photomultiplier tube at the center, and a
built-in two-transistor preamplifier at the opposite end.
A 1 3/4" sodium iodide thallium-activated crystal was
used with the scintillation probe.·
3•

Irradiat·ion P'rob1:ems
The transistors used in this neutron radiation effects

study were irradiated in a double-walled aluminum sample
holder having the inner space filled with boron carbide.

The

boron carbide shield is needed to allow only fast neutrons
(E

>

10 keV} to bombard the devices.

Boron carbide has a

high caputre cross-section for slow neutrons.
The aluminum used in the fabrication of the sample
holder contained impurities whose radioactive half-life was
long compared with aluminum.

As a result, the sample holder

could not be removed from the pool until this radioactive
decay decreased to a point which was considered safe by the
reactor personnel.

A cadmium cylinder was used to shield

the sample holder from the thermal neutrons causing this
activation.

This allowed the samples to be removed from

the pool on the day they were irradiated.

At higher reactor

power levels, the temperature inside the sample chamber
would tend to increase, requiring a flow of nitrogen through
the sample chamber during irradiation to cool the devices.
This coolant was necessary to insure that annealing did not
take place during irradiation.
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